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Adventitia

Woods and trees

"Are you the obsessional type?" asked the
interviewer. "Do you lie awake worrying
about upside down quotation marks?" "Oh
no!" I laughed. The hoped for answer to this
half serious question, however, was "yes"; but
happily I got the job. The interviewer was Dr
Joan Faulkner, wife of Sir Richard Doll, and
the job was in the publications section of the
Medical Research Council's headquarters.
Thirty three years later I can say that anyone
who is deeply obsessional would find much to
lose sleep over and had better not do an edi-
torial job: perfection may be unrealistic, and
anyway it is often better to see the wood than
every branch of every tree.

At the MRC "the wood" was for many
years absorbing and often immensely excit-
ing. At Oxford I had read Classics and philos-
ophy and then I had briefly taught Latin and
Greek; so to learn something of molecular
biology, cytogenetics, and radiobiology, for
example, seemed a great privilege-especially
in the 1960s, when these were key growing
points of research. A labour intensive but
seductive part of the work was to make the
scientific articles in the council's annual
report to parliament more reader friendly for
MPs and other "intelligent laymen"; but
probably few laymen read these articles, at
least those fascinating and intricate ones (on,
for example, bacterial sexuality) on which I
lavished such loving care. So eventually they
gave way to shorter pieces on recent develop-
ments.

In 1977 I joined the BMJ7, where I wrote
articles and was correspondence editor as well
as subediting and sometimes rewriting
papers. The editor, Stephen Lock, who
taught me so much, coined the word "glog-
ging" (verb "to glog") for the radical editing
he wanted me to do. I loved my work with
the BMJ but in 1982, after getting married, I
wanted a part time job and was lucky to be
able to move to Thorax. Here I enjoyed work-
ing with successive editors and their assis-
tants, the many authors with whom I had
contact, and my friends at the printers, Eyre
and Spottiswoode. Deadlines imparted a

certain drama to the work and I became
a familiar but finally unwelcome figure at
the late post sorting office to which, if neces-
sary, I walked or jogged or, as a last resort,
drove.
The BMJ style book, which Thorax largely

follows, provided a court of appeal-espe-
cially useful for editorial changes made
mainly for consistency, like putting a comma
before "and" ("red, white, and blue"), to take
a small example. But all through my career it
irritated me if someone said patronisingly,
"You look after the grammar and the com-
mas and things, don't you?"-partly because
I did much more than this, but also because
these may be a route to both clarity and logic,
and even to a critical analysis of the writing,
providing tools for sorting out muddles. The
use of the subjunctive, as in "If I were edi-
tor," illustrates usage that is rooted in logic
but also in convention, its use being much
more sparing in English than in some other
languages. More interesting and important
are the cases where logic holds a less dis-
putable sway, as in the misuse of commas to
separate the inseparable, as Fowler puts it-
common in complex sentences, especially
between subject and predicate: "The pres-
sure you experience by wanting to reach a
certain goal ... in a limited time, is called
time pressure." Similarly, the presence and
absence of commas with descriptive and
defining words and clauses are not a matter
of taste, for they depend on what job the
word(s) or clause is doing in the sentence:
compare "The editor, who deals with editori-
als" with "The editor who deals with editori-
als." Of course I could go on and on, with
examples of increasing complexity; but the
Editor wouldn't like it.

Language, however, is dynamic and flexi-
bility must have a place, though I took excep-
tion to the opening of a Sunday Times article
of long ago: it claimed that a particular
phrase had become correct thanks to British
Rail.

DAPHNE GLOAG

(Technical Editor of Thoraxfrom 1982 to 1993)

This column is now open to allcomers for suitable contributions (maximum 600 words). We would like to keep this column
running. SGS
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